Heath gives resignation as prime minister

Wilson appointed to the post

by Joseph W. Grigg

LONDON (UPI) — Prime Minister Edward Heath resigned Monday after nearly four years at the head of a Conservative party government and Queen Elizabeth named Labor party leader Harold Wilson to succeed him.

Wilson at once called on Britons to rally around his government as "one people" after the bitter election contest. "We've got a job to do," said a serious-faced Wilson, standing on the steps of the official residence of Britain's prime ministers.

His wife Mary stood beside him. She accompanied her husband to Buckingham Palace, but waited downstairs during his 60-minute audience with the queen.

Wilson planned to form a minority Labor party government without a coalition or alliance with any other party. Labor party treasurer James Callaghan said Wilson will name his key ministers Tuesday and also see heads of the 10 million-member Trades Union Congress and the Conservative party on Wednesday.

Britons are waiting to see who will be the members of his new cabinet. "We can only do that job if we win," Wilson said earlier at the House of Commons with Heath before entering his limousine for the trip to Buckingham Palace.

Heath's engine commission was working

The University Energy Conservation Committee told the SLC yesterday that voluntary conservation will solve the power problem but that more drastic action might be needed in the future. In other action yesterday, SLC Chair Al Fr. Flanigan issued a statement that the LaFortune Rathbaker will be available for hall parties with the approval of Fr. Schaller regarding scheduling and procedure. Priority will be given to those nine halls that do not have party facilities of their own.

The SLC action followed successful experimental parties testing the feasibility of the location. The SLC encourages hall officers who do not have party facilities to request the use of the Rathbaker. So far a fifty dollar fee has been charged for its use, but, according to Fr. Schaller this may soon be dropped or changed to a deposit.

The Rules and regulations subcommittee is currently looking for new members for the university judicial and appeals boards. They are also requesting current members to reapply for next year. The judicial board consists of 5 students and 3 faculty and administrators while the appeals board consists of one representative from each group. Members are drawn as needed from the pool of candidates approved by the SLC in May.

The planning and policy committee working on a system of polling student opinion on parties and other issues. They are working with the sociology department on this. Fr. Schaller reported that his office is continuing the housing poll of off-campus students by phone. "We were pleased by the results of the Observer poll," he stated.

The newly elected student representatives were introduced to the committee, as were the newly elected SBP Pat McLaughlin and SBVP Frank Flanigan. The new representatives will take office in May.

The meeting between Elizabeth and Heath took place in the so-called blue room, a handaomely appointed apartment that was heated by a small fire, underscoring Britain's energy crisis and crippling coal miners' strike.

Heath's resignation came after the Conservatives failed to gain enough seats in parliament to Thursday's general elections to remain in power. The Conservatives won the popular vote, but the Liberals won more seats in the House of Commons though they also failed to win a majority.

The election had been prompted by Heath's economic policies, rising inflation and a crippling nationwide coal miners' strike. British workers were placed on a three-day work week to conserve energy.

Queen Elizabeth earlier in the day had canceled her return to Australia as planned. She flew home from a state visit the day after the elections because the sovereign must be present to accept the resignation of the prime minister.

Wilson met earlier at the House of Commons with his shadow cabinet-most of them the men and women who will be the members of his new government.

 amounts of gas and oil are also used. "We have only a thirty day supply of gas guaranteed, and our coal supplier is four weeks behind in his deliveries because of a back-up on the railroads." Ganzer explained that in the last twenty years electricity generation has risen from 9,000,000 kilowatt hours per year to 53,000,000. When the plant was constructed in 1948 electrical production was a by-product of the steam used for heating. Now the situation is reversed. "So the main problem is cutting down on electrical use, not heating," Ganzer said.

When questioned about the future he pointed out that the problem would last for several years. "So far we have been able to handle the problem by voluntary cut-backs on wasted energy but it is possible that the crunch could get much worse." Ganzer also stated that it might be difficult to buy energy from utility companies since they are having problems too. Presently the university gets one-third of its power from outside sources at increased rates.

In other business Chairman Syborg, at the request of the SLC issued a statement about the long-awaited party center. "The LaFortune Rathbaker will be available for hall parties with the approval of Fr. Schaller regarding scheduling and procedure. Priority will be given to those nine halls that do not have party facilities of their own," said Syborg.

The SLC action followed successful experimental parties testing the feasibility of the location. The SLC encourages hall officers who do not have party facilities to request the use of the Rathbaker. So far a fifty dollar fee has been charged for its use, but, according to Fr. Schaller this may soon be dropped or changed to a deposit.

The Rules and regulations subcommittee is currently looking for new members for the university judicial and appeals boards. They are also requesting current members to reapply for next year. The judicial board consists of 5 students and 3 faculty and administrators while the appeals board consists of one representative from each group. Members are drawn as needed from the pool of candidates approved by the SLC in May.

The planning and policy committee working on a system of polling student opinion on parties and other issues. They are working with the sociology department on this. Fr. Schaller reported that his office is continuing the housing poll of off-campus students by phone. "We were pleased by the results of the Observer poll," he stated.

The newly elected student representatives were introduced to the committee, as were the newly elected SBP Pat McLaughlin and SBVP Frank Flanigan. The new representatives will take office in May.
Black view of social change is Black Art Festival theme

by John DeCourcy
Staff Reporter

Plans for the Black Arts Festival, which will be held from March 27 to March 31, are almost complete. The festival is being sponsored by a coalition of various groups on campus including the New Frontier Scholastic Society, undergraduate Black Student Union, Black American Law Students Association (BALSAC), and the Minority Social Commission. The plans for the event have been organized by a committee headed by Don Patton.

The theme of the festival is "Black Perspectives in Transition." The festival will stress the tools and ideas of bringing about social change, and black people's perspectives of bringing about change. Also, the change in goals of black society will be emphasized.

The events scheduled for the festival, as of now, are:

Wednesday, March 27: A forum on the influence of black thought on the American social structure.

Thursday, March 28: A speaker, as of yet unannounced, in the Library Auditorium at 8:00 P.M.

Friday, March 29: The Kuumba Workshop, a professional dance group from Chicago. They will perform a ritual which included mime and poetry set to African Jazz. The workshop will also have a rap session on the theme of the weekend and will be in the Library Auditorium from 7:00 to 10:00 P.M.

Saturday, March 30: A speaker, as of yet unannounced, in the Auditorium LaFortune from 8:00 to 10:00 P.M.

Sunday, March 31: A speaker, as of yet unannounced, and the NTU Troop, will be in the Library Auditorium at 8:00 P.M.

In the evening there will be a production entitled "Journey into Blackness," performed by "Voices Incorporated," a black musical theatrical group from New York City. This production will portray the history of the black man from the beginning of the slave trade until the present, through drama, dance and music. It will be held in O'Laughlin Auditorium at 7:30.

The admission price of the Gary Barta Concert and the "Voices Incorporated" production will be $2.00 for students. The "Voices Incorporated" production will be $3.00 for general admission, and $1.00 for children under 12.

Everything else is free, but organizers say that donations to the Kuumba Workshop will be appreciated.
I've been looking around for a place to play the piano, but so far I haven't had any luck. Do you know where they have any pianos around here?

They have several pianos over in O'Shaughnessy right across from the music office. However, it does cost money. They are rented for $10 a semester and are pre-rated. In other words, it costs $5 for a half-semester.

Every time I go to the A.C.C. I notice a small one-floor brick building across from the Aerospace Building. No one seems to know what it is. Do you know? We found out that it is a pumping station. Inside there is a deep well which supplies water to the campus. Besides this one, there are two others.

I appreciate the fact that you printed which states have gas rationing, but can you tell me which states have the maximum speed limit?

As of now, all 50 states have a speed limit of 55 m.p.h.

Who do I contact to find bus transportation to Chicago?

Call Dave Boyer at 272-1807 for Greyhound bus service.

Note: the Ombudsman Service will close its operations on Thursday at five o'clock.

Located in administration building

New lost and found office

by Bob Quakenbush Staff Reporter

Thanks to the cooperative effort of the Dean of Students Office, the Ombudsman, and the B-P Moosehunters, lost items may be located in the newly established Lost and Found Office, in Room 192 of the Administration Building.

"We have established a lost and found office in every building on campus except the residence halls, and we're working on that," reports "Dangerous Dan" Duncheon, president of the Moosehunters. "Then we have weekly pick-up to gather all the lost and found items and bring them to our central office in the Administration Building," he continued.

Duncheon described the basic procedure in a recent interview. It is as follows: when an item is found, it should be turned in to the nearest building's lost and found office, where it will be retained for a week. If at the end of the week it is still unclaimed, it is transferred to the Administration Building's Room 192 (behind the Traffic Violations Bureau). All items are tagged with the following information: date found, and building, room, or general location found. Tentatively, if an item is still unclaimed five weeks after it was found, it will become the property of the Lost and Found Office.

"We are considering having an auction of everything we have left at the end of the year," said Duncheon.

The system just began three weeks ago, and already the Lost and Found Office has hundreds of articles on its shelves. These range from watches, gloves, hats, articles on its shelves. These range from watches, gloves, hats, and sets of keys. Two of the more unusual items are one and a half pairs of skates and a $25 war bond dated March 1944. If an item has a name or laundry number inscribed on it every effort is made to inform the owner of its recovery. When there is no identification whatsoever, "we just wait till the owner shows up and describes what he lost, when he lost it, and where he thinks he lost it," said Duncheon.

The Moosehunters organization comprises about 60 members.

Hairstyling...with style

+ Award Winning Stylists
+ Unique Atmosphere
+ Roffler Styling and Products

KEN'S DEN
First Floor, 100 Center
Mishawaka, Indiana
Appointments Preferred, 255-6500

GOOD NEWS!

We're open Tuesday and Thursday Nights 'till Eight!

Your store in style, price and terms (ask about our terms)
Hey, Digger!

What's the story, coach? It's realized that you probably have enough headaches today after being upended by the Dayton Flyers last night, but if the letter on the right hand portion of this page is accurate, then there is some explaining to do.

Is it true, as the letter asserts, that four seniors on the team and two non-traveling members will not be allowed to accompany the team to Greensboro should the Irish make it there?

The story as it is heard here is that the university has chartered a smaller plane for the trip to conserve on fuel. Included on the flight list, however, are Digger's secretary and her husband, according to sources around the campus. Coach, are these reports accurate? Will your secretaries fly while your senior members are given expense money and told to find their own way to Greensboro or even to better yet, watch it on TV?

As the letter says, "Take them all to Greensboro." A body that leaves its "backbone" at home will have a hard time standing tall. Are we to waive when we expect a coach who has brought a team from a 6-20 season, than you owe to secretaries and the wives of "higher-ups.

Take them all to Greensboro, Digger. They all deserve it. And if the Administrators say "no," then maybe its time to stand up and demand more of your Colleagues. In the Golden Dome. Certainly you have paid plenty of practice with the referees.

Sincerely,
Cheeta Faberbach '74
Dave M. Plancia '75
Sandy Jerstad '75
Andy Burly '76

OC: Not ND

Dear Editor:
The current housing shortage at Notre Dame is giving me great concern. As you may recall we have a son, Gerry, who is a sophomore and has been in danger of being forced off campus. Frankly, if I ever had an inkling that this would happen to him I would have convinced him to go to any one of a number of other highly rated Universities which accepted him. I trust that you are awareing the case of 78. One of the strongest features of ND has been its campus life - we had it in the thirties and have you been able to preserve it despite trends to the contrary. It is not being undermined, but projects nor social trends but by the very organization that has worked so hard to develop and preserve it.

How can you let this happen? Wouldn't it be better to take drastic measures toward saving the tradition rather than toward destroying it?

I know the arguments which have been presented in favor of pushing students off campus. None of them impresses me. The addition of women has been a great success and an already successful University. I cannot permit this decision to be made about the future of an important part of the University life. If error were to be admitted, and there were in '72 similar arguments which I did not send my son to Notre Dame with that in mind. Our University has a commitment to its students, her Alumni and her supporters. We don't expect her to let us down.

Respectfully yours,
John J. Martin
Class of '40
Ara will be speaker at Rockne Mass

Coach Ara Parseghian of the No. 1 Notre Dame football team will be the featured speaker at the 25th annual Knute Rockne Memorial Mass and Breakfast on the campus March 6. Parseghian honors the former Notre Dame football coach who was killed in a private plane crash on March 31, 1931.

Parseghian joins a long list of former Rockne associates or players who have been speakers at the annual mass and breakfast, which is sponsored by the St. Joseph Valley sponsors of the memorial program.

A Mass is celebrated by Rev. Robert Griffin, C.S.C., in the Knute Rockne Chapel at 8:30 a.m. preceding the breakfast in the North Dining Hall. The placement of wreaths on the Rockne Monument will be conducted by students from Rockne and other Notre Dame coaches in South Bend's Highland Cemetery concludes the ceremony.

Reservations for the breakfast are obtained from the Notre Dame Alumni Office.

D. Rockefeller slated to talk

David Rockefeller, Chairman of the Board of Directors of Chase Manhattan and perhaps America's most influential businessman, will participate in the Executive Lecture Series of the Graduate School of Business at the University of Notre Dame.

Rockefeller will deliver a lecture titled "trade with the East" at 3:30 p.m. on Thursday, March 7 at the Memorial Library Auditorium. It is open to the public.

Chase Manhattan Bank was the first bank to have branches in both Moscow and in Communist China. It is the leader in East-West trade. Rockefeller joined the Chase board in 1971.

In the past year he has traveled to Europe, Japanese leaders, Chou En-Lai, and Alex Kupchynsky.

Rockefeller has long been a leader in promoting international communications. He is Chairman of the influential Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) and a Trustee of the Council of the Americas.

American scene...

Dr. Robert M. Barry, Professor of philosophy at Loyola University, Chicago, will speak on "American Philosophy and the Incarnational Model" at Saint Mary's College, Wednesday, March 6, 1974, at 7:30 p.m. in Carroll Hall.

In his lecture, Dr. Barry will attempt to "articulate and propose a context for an evaluation of the pervasive and crucial role of religion in the American culture." He believes that the "American religion is an "incarnational model rather than a creative, rationalistic religion," and he emphasizes the "God of the incarnation - Christ found in history - rather than the transcendent God of the Old Testament, of the Hebrews and of early Christians."

A native of New York, Dr. Barry received his B.A. from Iona College, New Rochelle, New York, and a masters degree and Ph.D. from the University of Chicago, New York. He taught at Hider University, Trenton, New Jersey, and chaired the department of sociology at the College of St. Scholasius, Youngstown, Minnesota, before joining the faculty at Loyola University.

Wednesday's lecture, part of the continuing American Culture Seminar, is open to the public without charge.

Air society will assist retarded

Air Force ROTC cadets at the University of Notre Dame are being joined by the South Bend Area Society members at several midwestern campuses in the support of the retarded. A home for Mentally Retarded Children in Ohio on March 14 will have a day dedicated to help the retarded and Angel Flight members at area schools arrive earlier in the North Dining service project.

While they are coming forward with money, making projects to support the home for severely retarded children ranging in age from two years to ten years, midwesterners are being inspired to help the school and a sum of money is being received. Assistance is a major appliance in the future.

Joining Notre Dame in the project are the students of Gwendolyn Green, Butler University, of Detroit, and members of the school of students in Michigan and Purdue University in Indianapolis are headquarters for the Angel Flight group.

Credit Union plans dinner

Guests at the 32nd annual dinner of Notre Dame's Credit Union will include Mary Jane Staff Reporter

Student Help and Resource Enдовor (SHARE) is a walk-in and phone service run by ND and SMC students, who then sent out questionnaires "to assess the needs on campus," is a random sample of 25 per cent of each class.

Subjects on the questionnaire included questions on personal information which the center could provide, and also if students saw the need for such a center. After tabulating the results, Kampsen said she and a few others decided to open a center.

Cheerleading tryouts to start

There will be a meeting Wednesday night at 6 p.m. in the Lee Fortune lobby for all students interested in trying out for the cheerleading team. The leprechaun positions is also open and tryouts are not restricted by class.

The meeting is held before spring break so candidates can get in shape and work on skills over the vacation.

Highway authorities say gas no problem

by Jack D'Aurora

Staff Reporter

Students driving home for spring break shouldn't be overly concerned about the gas shortage, according to officials at the state's highway authorities. The situation is under control.

Illinois - No gas is sold on Sunday, Monday through Saturday, gas stations from 9:00 to 1:00 and remain open until they sell their daily allotment. If they have not sold their quota by 3:30 they close until 7:30 when they re-open

to sell their remaining gas. Indiana - No problem buying gas during the week. Arco stations are open.

Ohio - Gas is being sold 24 hours a day, except from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. nightly till midnight Sunday. Only two Texaco stations are rationing, allotting 10 gallons of gas per customer.

New York - Gas is being rationed on the odd-even license plate system. However, this does not affect the subsistence of gas 100 miles from their point of entry.

Through not generally enforced, travellers are not to receive gas unless their gas tank is less than half full. Gas is sold from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Saturday to midnight Sunday in New York.

Whether or not a stranded motorist is to be supplied with gas depends on the amount of gas available up to the individual gas station.

Pennsylvania - Gas is being rationed on the odd-even system, with 10 gallons per customer. No gas will be sold before 6:00 a.m. on Friday of the current week. Saturday and Sunday morning. Stranded cars will be supplied with two or three gallons of gas.

There is reportedly no price gouging along these tollways, and, according to the control rooms, should be enough gas when students return to school.

All of the above states enforce a 55 m.p.h. speed limit and report that traffic varies from a normal to lighter flow.

Drivers selling the 1-75 to Florida should encounter no problems purchasing gas until they hit the state line. The odd-even distribution system is in effect in various parts of the state.

Speed limits on the I-75 are as follows: Kentucky - 55 m.p.h., Tennessee - 50 m.p.h., Georgia - no information, and Florida - 55 m.p.h. Traffic is reportedly light on the I-75.

Trains are well booked up.

According to the Amtrak telephone service, there are few openings on trains to New York and Los Angeles Reservations are still being taken for New Orleans and Texas. Trains to Florida are booked till April, and one train runs to Los Angeles, United has no other reports.

The only real cutback in flights out of Chicago to major cities are those to New York. United Airlines reports that between February, they and two other airlines supplied 200 flights daily, the three airlines now alternate, supplying only one flight per hour. Outside of one flight to Los Angeles, United has no other reports.

TWA and Eastern report no cutbacks in their schedules. In fact,TWA claims they are adding flights.

Apparently, the only major problem confronting students flying home is that of the usual typos, missed flights and that little of vacations.

Free lance reporter

by Mary Jane

Staff Reporter

Donald J. Nelson has been appointed as a designer with the Department of Printing and Publications. Nelson was announced Ronald R. Parent, department chair.

A fine art and part-time associate in the department during the last two years, Nelson of the Oregon Shakespeare Magazine and other University publications, has received several national awards. Nelson will supervise graphic designs for the magazine and paintings, brochures and other publications edited at Notre Dame.

Nelson is a native of South Bend and attended the Herron School of Art and Design in Indianapolis, where he received the master of fine arts degree in visual communication. He was previously employed in production and design work with Hackbush Industrial Design.

SHARE walk-in, phone service now in operation

by Mary Jane

Student Help and Resource Enдовor (SHARE), a walk-in and phone service run by ND and SMC students, opened Sunday night in the basement of Holy Cross Hall, St. Mary's and Saint Mary's College.

According to its co-ordinator, Patti Kampsen, SHARE's purpose is two-fold. First, it provides information on such questions as crafts, car maintenance, and budgeting, as well as some career, medical, and legal problems. Also, she said, "If there is a problem and doesn't want to or doesn't want to be taken to the counseling center he can take it to SHARE.

There have been many eaves from ND and SMC who come to SHARE with minor problems, Kampsen noted. All have undergrads a training session on relations and personal dynamics, sex, some medical problems, and listened to a lecture on drugs and a talk by a member of Campus Ministry.

The SHARE center is open from 6:00 until 9:00 p.m. on Tuesday, 6:00 to 9:00 on Wednesday and through Thursday, from 12 until midnight 2 days on Fridays and Saturday, from 6:00 until 9:00 on open on next year's squad. The cheerleading team is a group of tryouts are not restricted by class.

The meeting is held before spring break so candidates can get in shape and work on skills over the vacation.
Heavyweight Mike Fanning was the only one of coach Fred Peck's wrestlers to make it past the regionals to the national finals on the 14th. For Mike Fanning, though, it's now holds the mark together with Ken Ryan who graduated in 1972.

It was the last match for the 190 pound senior co-captain as was it the last action for senior 158 pounder Rich Gilloon, the other co-captain. Steve Moylan also wrestled his last match in a Notre Dame uniform at 134 pounds.

John Dowd earned a pin but was beaten in the next match to the man who lost to the eventual champion. Freshman Dan Hef- fernan was beaten by a single point in his first match. Fritz Bruening was defeated in his first match at 130 pounds and Dave Boyer, who has enjoyed a successful year at 142 was not able to compete because of a leg injury. These last four wrestlers will return to highlight what could be another fine wrestling squad next year.

Rookie coach Fred Peck has done an outstanding job this year and is already beginning preparations for a beefed-up schedule next season.

For Mike Fanning, though, it's good luck in the nationals!
An Tóstal plans formed
by Bob Quakenbush
Staff Reporter

Maybe it's not entirely factual, but Ron Paja's claim that "the only reason for second semester is An Tóstal" certainly reflects the exuberance the members of the An Tóstal committee feel about April's three-day festival. And why not? The Beach Boys, a carousel, the Bookstore Basketball Tourney, the Original An Tóstal Amateur Hour, the Trivia Bowl, relay races and the always popular tug-of-war are just a few of the dozens of highlights, contests, and events scheduled for the third weekend of April at Notre Dame.

Wally Gasior, An Tóstal chairman, announced the Beach Boys will be a part of the committee last week, an announcement which came as a big boost for the group still in search of a site for the traditional Irish Wake.

Rick season, concert coordinator for the Student Union, explained, "There was an open date on the HC schedule on April 30, so because of An Tóstal being the last of our groups to decide, the Beach Boys were announced for April 30. The Beach Boys will appear in concert on "Sunset Strip" featuring:

Tom Eichler, another member of the committee, plan to discuss the use of Stepan Center for the event with Dean McQuaid on Friday.

Macne has informed Gasior that the University has free access to a carousel, a genuine 1931 merry-go-round. If a way can be found to transport the carousel to campus, the committee hopes to make use of it on Sunny Saturday.

Discussion during Wednesday nights' meeting centered on new events for An Tóstal. The most promising was "name That Tune!" Other suggestions were wrist wrestling matches, balloon shaped, and dozens of variations of games utilizing ping pong balls and blindfolds.

As promised, Walter Gasior revealed the tentative organizational chart for the 1973-74 An Tóstal Committee. Gasior is chairman, Ron Paja is his assistant, and the organizers of the daily activities of the event will be as follows:

Geoffie Thursday: Kathy Kyes, Patty Loel, Rob Quakenbush, Tom Prer, and Kathy Strong.
Frivulous Friday: Fred Baranowsky, Mary Jane Bolinske, Marty Rabbe, Kevin McGuire.
Sunny Saturday: Tom Eichler, Julie Griffl, Pit McLaren, Bob Murphy.

Separate directories for some of the more involved events were also appointed, Lou Myers and Rory Moran will man the Bookstore Basketball Tourney (alias the "Iron Man Tournament" while Bolinske will handle the girls' roundball tournament.

Art Ferrantni and Buird Ward from the Observer, will prepare the An Tóstal booklet. Having decided (confidentially) to generate a rumor each week to heighten the excitement and anticipation for An Tóstal, the committee released the following:

"It's true! Eved Kneivel himself is considering an attempt to leap the mudpit, water barrels, North Quad, An Tóstal truck and An Tóstal chairman himself form a platform at the site of a fifty foot ramp—on a TRICYCLE!"

For more information and the committee's tentative plans, see next week's issue of THE STUDENT IN MIND.
The observer camouflaged a devastating offensive basketball player. "The University of Dayton diminutive senior, a member of the playmaking dynamo who scored 32 points last night, while leading the upset Flyers to a solidly stunning 97-82 victory in the last three games.

The Irish were greeted with some rather unexpected weather when they landed at the Dayton International Airport. Dayton was drenched in snow, and the Irish ersic entered the University of Dayton arena with a heavy heart.

In goal, Quance has seen the bulk of the action, showing a 3.37 goals-against average and a .916 save percentage. The blueline corps has been led by Rick Quance and Jim Warden fashion three shutouts. The blueline corps has been led by RICK QUANCE and Jim WARDEN fashion three shutouts.

The irish shot well enough defensively that Notre Dame could do last night was enough to affect the Dayton onslaught. "I'm very happy for them," aid Coach Doug Philips in the.sixth trimmer locker room. "I think they played very well, and they're a good team. They shot well tonight, and they have a really good backcourt right now. They're playing with the finest guards in the country." The Irish shot well. We didn't play well offensively, or defensively, and they beat us. We didn't play well enough defensively, and they beat us. The Irish shot well enough defensively that Notre Dame could do last night was enough to affect the Dayton onslaught.

Smith clicked on a pair of free throws with 29 seconds remaining to boost Dayton into its second straight year notched the MacNaughton Cup champs, first-place Michigan Tech. The Irish were outscored 10-6 during the second stanza, Allocco w as ejected for a flagrant foul, limiting the GC to score three points, 34-32, HC guard Fred Homowski pinned up a loose ball and raced down court for an apparent bunny. But he tripped, screamed, and unfortunately had to be taken to the hospital with torn ligaments.

After cutting the deficit to two points, 34-32, HC guard Fred Homowski pinned up a loose ball and raced down court for an apparent bunny. But he tripped, screamed, and unfortunately had to be taken to the hospital with torn ligaments. Graces' Lang, though, did manage to take same bowl and offer three shutouts during holding one of HC's top scorers, John Cornelius, to 2 points.

"We had tremendous individual performances tonight," commented Grace captain Kurt Kulic, "but without a doubt the difference in the game was our ability to rebound." One of the outstanding individual performances Kulic alluded to was Frank Allocco's 24 points (16 in the first half). He was backed by his brother Rich who netted 10 points. Holy Cross captain John Sweeney led the Irish with 17 points while John Cornelius (14 points) and Bedgood (12 points) added scoring support.

Holy Cross 49 Grace 41

People sometimes said a loss inspires a team. For the first half of this game, that edage seemed to have some truth. Grace, playing once again with the Allbrothers in the lineup, came out hustling and firing. They were up 15-8 at the end of the first stanza and 21-17 at the break. But, just as in the previous two tilts the third quarter turned out to be the make or break, Bruno hit a lay up. Sweeney hit two more jumpers, Mitchell canned a turnaround, Cornelius scored from the corner, and suddenly Holy Cross led 27-21.

"That flurry was the turning point of the ball game," Sweeney said, "I really fired us up." From then on it was the poise of the Hogs that dictated the outcome of the game.